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What to do when you
graduate?
I asked our soon-to-be-graduates what they hoped
to do in the future. Here is what some of them had
to say:
I hope to be accepted into the Optometry Program
at the University of Waterloo. - Justine Doll
I’ve been offered a seat at Boucher Institute of Naturopathic Medicine. In four years, I will be a Naturopathic Doctor! - Madison Isenor
Honestly, not a clue what the next step is.
- Anonymous
I hope to get into a Master’s program in Physical
Therapy. - Mekhail
Graduate school, med school, journal editor, teacher, daycare owner, who knows! - Anonymous
I want to spend my life combining art with science. I
think most people think of science and it’s very logical and kind of dull but that’s not the case at all. Science can be very beautiful, fun, and artistic. That’s
what I want to show the world. I want to spend it enticing people with the art of science. - Anonymous
Spend some time travelling and exploring the next
direction and options I want to take in my education.
- Anonymous
Continue learning and growing, both as a scientist
and human :) - Valerie Cates
Becoming a junior high or high school science
teacher! - Anonymous
Work for a bit, hopefully in a research lab, and save
money for Grad school. - Anonymous
I hope to be accepted into dental school.
- Anonymous

I have applied to medical school, but anything
could happen and I remain open to many possibilities. I am so grateful for this MRU experience and
will miss being a student in this community.
- Anonymous
I hope that I can end up working in a lab!
- Anonymous
I will be travelling, and working for a year, after that I
will get an MD. - Anonymous
I will possibly be going to do an MSc overseas in
England. - Godi Jibi
Master’s Degree in a medicine-related discipline.
- Anonymous
My passion is teaching. I will do whatever is necessary to get into that role. - Christa P.
To dream big. I would love to work at a women’s
clinic and get my MD. - Ashley Macoun
Move to Ireland to study the role of gut bacteria in
acute mountain sickness. - Tony M.
I don’t know , but I plan to take some time to figure
it out. - Konyinsola
I have always had a lot of uncertainty about what
to do after MRU. I thought I wanted to be a Vet but
now I am taking a gap year to look at options. Some
of those that I am interested in is research, I have
also now had an interest in a very different career,
genetic counselling, based on what I learned in a
guest lecturer I had last semester. If you’re not sure
what you want to do, or even if you think you have a
plan set out for yourself I would recommend being
open minded about future schooling and careers.
- Anonymous

The SSST are recruiting - Check it out! Instagram - @mru_ssst

